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Introduction

I

conduct an exercise with my students when I teach a class called
“An Introduction to Service.” In the class I pose the question “What is
service?” and ask the class for answers. The answers are almost always
the same; the students throw out words and concepts, such as “hospitality,
caring, nurturing, listening, serving, creating an experience, the flow, the
timing, everything feels right, they can relax, they feel good.” These are all
correct; we want our guests to feel all of those things. The next part of the
question is “why is service important?” and this is where folks get stymied.
It is natural that people think of service in terms of hospitality and caring,
but they often forget that service is about sales. I always say, “service is the
engine of sales”; without service there is no money to be made.
That’s right, service and sales are conjoined concepts designed to make
a business successful and profitable. When your service is good, people
are more likely to patronize your business than when the service is shaky,
insincere, or inconsistent. When I ask people if they would rather patronize a restaurant where the food was outstanding but the service was okay or
a restaurant where the service was outstanding and the food was okay, most
people say they would go where the service is great. I always use the example
of the Starbucks where they know your name or of the diner where they
remember your order. The coffee or food is good, consistent, and tasty but
certainly not unique or stellar. Indeed, the service is what brings us back and
what stays in our memories.
Because service is about an “experience,” we have to take all parts of the
guest experience into account. The environment, how it is designed and
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maintained, the timing, and the consistency of the operation are all facets of
the guest experience that come under the umbrella of service. In this book
I will share that the way people experience your business tacitly can have a
huge impact on their interest in spending money and I’ll shine a light on
the way in which people are hardwired to become a regular of your business. I’ll share insights such as my principle of “I notice = I care” that can
help transform your team from generally good into generally great service
ambassadors. I will address language and the nuances of verbal, vocal, and
nonverbal communication that sends powerful messages to your guests. And
I will share the importance of one little word: Hello.
Service is a conversation; it is not a monologue or a lecture. Service has
an impact on your guests that will make a difference to your bottom line.
Service is also an inspiring and noble endeavor. Those of us in any serviceoriented business can all share stories of making a difference in someone’s
day, of helping a stranger, of solving a problem, of creating a wonderful solution, and of making a difference in someone’s life. Service about making an
impact on another human being and it is about making their life better. This
is service, and it is incredibly rewarding.
I wrote “Hello!”” as a handbook for owners, managers, and their teams
that can act as a reference book. It answers the bigger question of what
service is and why service is important and also offers tips and tricks for
making a positive impression on your guests and staff. Your staff is part of
the service equation because staff members deliver service firsthand to your
customers. So we must always be mindful and supportive of our teams and
enable them to help our guests as frequently and easily as possible. My goal
is that “Hello!”” helps you deliver service that makes a difference and that
makes your business thrive.

CHAPTER 1

Hello: The First Important Thing

Surprise and Awe
One evening I walked into my neighborhood Staples. It was about 5:00 p.m.
so it was not yet rush hour. I followed two women through the door, and
as we entered, I heard the cashier say “Hello!” to the women ahead of me.
They were taken by surprise and looked warily at one another. As we progressed into the store and past the line of cashiers, we heard a chorus of
“Good evening,” “Welcome to Staples,” and “Hello” from every cashier on
duty. The women ahead of me were clearly confused and almost unsettled.
They were in Staples, not exactly a bastion of warm and welcoming service.
Or was it? As we turned the corner, a manager greeted me with “Good
evening, ma’am, may I help you find something?” I declined and went up
the stairs. At the top of the stairs was another employee and again another
cheery “Hello!” was offered.
While the women in front of me were clearly put off by this effusion,
I have to say that part of the confusion was that none of us expected this
friendliness in Staples. It was enthusiastic, warm, helpful customer service,
not the usual experience when buying office supplies. When I went to the
checkout counter, the response was equally enthusiastic, and my experience
ended with the last cashier nearest the door calling out as I left, “Have a great
night!” I thought to myself, “Was this a fluke?” but the next time I went into
the store, my experience was the same and even in different Staples stores, the
attention to customers was the same.
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So what did the store employees provide for me? Was it free stuff? No.
Was it more variety? No. Was it a fantasyland of office supplies? No! It was
acknowledgment. You are the customer. You are in our store. You might
have questions. I am here for you. And how did they let me know that? By
graciously saying “Hello!” Wow, that was easy.
The first and most important thing you can say to your customers is
hello. Hello starts conversations; it indicates that you are curious, interested,
and friendly and open. If there is one sentiment you must arm your staff
with to have an incredible impact on your customers, it is some version
of hello.
How you say hello is important. This is the first point of contact with your
guests, and the word is an easy and gracious gesture that is often overlooked.
Hello carries social power that greases the wheels of human rapport; yet too
often this and other aspects of hospitality are lost, along with the opportunity to set the proper stage for the rest of the customers’ experience. One of
the first things you must do is train your staff on the greeting. While you
may not have to teach your staff the word “hello” (they know it and use it
every day), it is essential to take this common greeting a step further by crafting the tone and substance of the greeting to reflect your business personality
and uphold your core values. This way you ensure that the core message of
your business will be lived out every time a staff member greets a customer
on the phone or in person.
The greeting is the first of many important “moments of service” that
make up the customer experience. It is your first opportunity to connect
first-time customers with your staff and your brand, and it is the best opportunity to foster a consistent relationship between your repeat guests and your
company. The greeting can happen a number of times, both remotely (on the
phone or online) or in person. At many businesses the moment when a greeting may occur can vary; you may have many moments when your customer
is greeted. As in my experience in Staples, the greeting can happen with each
new person a customer interacts with; that is, the greeting happens not just
once but many times.
In a large office building, the first person someone meets might be at the
reception desk or even at the security desk. At a restaurant, the first person
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customers meet is at the host stand, and at a hotel, that person is at the front
door. At a medical office, that first encounter happens at the reception desk.
These points represent an opportunity to make a good and powerful first
impression; this first greeting is essential because it sets the tone for the experience. Going to security for an ID badge should not make your clients feel
like they have just gone to visit someone in jail. There should be no intrusive
questioning (“What’s your name? Who are you meeting? What time is your
meeting? What floor?”) nor should there be a difference between the reception your clients get on one floor and the one they get on another. This initial
moment must reflect the ethos of your business and start the relationship off
on the right foot, a relationship that will continue with each step your customer takes into your business.
The second greeting could happen when customers arrive on the desired
floor, when they are escorted to an examining room or arrive at a specific
office. This next contact person should make an effort to greet customers
and help them feel welcome and valued. This second greeting is a virtual
second base for your client: it could result in a home run or in a total loss.
This moment of service is essential to your success, and you need to make
sure you have a trained professional there to handle this important task.
At this point, your client has made it through the front door, has traversed
some hallways or yards, and has now arrived safely at his or her destination.
The second greeting will enhance or dissipate the mood set up from the prior
greeting, and whether your customer knows it or not, he or she is waiting to
see if you succeed or fail. Customers who were treated abruptly or coldly at
the first greeting point (the front desk agent gets their attention by yelling
“Next!” rather than by saying something like “Welcome to the Hyatt!”), then
the second greeting becomes all the more important and tells guests whether
they can relax and enjoy the experience or should avoid the staff for the rest
of their time there. For example, in a hotel when that bellman comes to help
arriving guests and with a smile says “Welcome to the Hyatt, let me show you
to your room,” those guests can now relax and enjoy being the passenger, so
to speak, in the service experience.
Moreover, there is a public aspect to the greeting. The first greeting is
often uttered in front of other people and thus sets waiting customers up
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for what will happen when it is their turn. In other words, even if you have
a guest who is a control freak and is not very comfortable in the passenger
seat (doesn’t care for pleasantries, wants to move on without a big fuss,
doesn’t want to hear the spiel, but just wants what he wants when he wants
it), your staff members must still be consistent in their greeting because it
can be overheard by others and lets them know what they can expect from
your business.
When I was consulting at The Palm Court, the famous restaurant at The
Plaza Hotel, arguably one of the best-known hotels in New York City, I often
helped out at the host stand with greeting and checking in guests while the
managers hustled to make service flow without interruption. On one rainy
day the tables were turning very slowly, as many parties had arrived late for
their reservations due to the rain and the traffic. With each new arrival, more
and more hungry people were waiting to be seated. There was no separate
waiting room, and the foyer became filled with people. I greeted every guest
warmly on arrival and then honestly told each person the wait time. I also
took great pains to take a moment to chat with the waiting guests. Many
were very kind and understood the situation. Some were not so nice, but
I kept my cool, exuded warmth and calm, and continued greeting and seating
the waiting throng.
Here’s the thing: people notice when you are friendly, warm, and consistent
during stressful times, and on that day more than one person complimented
me on my demeanor and consistency in interacting with each arriving guest.
There was no hiding the fact that we were behind; I was very clear with each
guest, and then I remembered each specifically and took time to give each
party updates. But it was the greeting that was consistent, and people overheard that. That consistency gave them faith that they would get a table and
that it would be worth the wait. If I had gotten stressed out and had started
calling out names rather than going to individuals (the all-important second
greeting), then my stress would have become their stress. The consistency of
the greeting helped everyone know that all would be okay. And it was. These
first and second moments of service told the guests that they could be a
passenger and enjoy their time at the Plaza Hotel.
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Your Way
There are many unique ways to greet your guests and customers. What is
your place of business? Make sure your greeting sets the tone for an appropriate experience as this moment of service, whether on the phone or in person,
has great power to set up expectations. At the radiologist’s office, for instance,
the tone should be warm and respectful and reassure the patients that they
will be treated with care. The greeting must not in any way sound abrupt or
rude or send the wrong message about care, about timing of an appointment,
or about reliability. It could be “Hello! Who are you here to see today?” or
“Hi! May I have your name to check your appointment information?” At
so many medical offices these days there is no greeting whatsoever. There
is merely a sign-in sheet that has boxes to check (payment and insurance
information) and a box to indicate arrival time and time of appointment next
to the patient’s name. What a cold way to start this important relationship!
The time boxes can shame patients if they are a minute late, and the payment information (cash or credit card)—which is nobody’s business—is now
public, visible to all the other patients arriving later in the day. The values of
discretion and care are lost at this important point in patients’ arrival and sets
them on a course of discomfort. This is a discomfort patients have become
all too familiar with.
Often when a receptionist answer the phone, the requisite greeting is
“doctor’s office.” This tells me, as a patient, nothing. Did I reach the right
place? Is my doctor even at this office? Have I reached a switchboard, or can
I launch into describing my ailment to this stranger? These are too many
questions for any first-time caller to have to deal with. But this problem is
not unique to medical offices; indeed, very often the actual greeting has been
sacrificed for a description of the office reached, for example, “X, Y, Z attorneys,” “ABC Auto,” or even a cheery declaration “Cut and Dry Sa-lo-on!”
These are not greetings; they are statements. These statements do nothing
to invite customers in, and they keep customers in the dark, unsure about
whether they can start their dialogue with this person on the phone. And if
customers dare to start asking something, they may get another statement
in return: “Please hold,” “Debbie’s at lunch, call back after 2,” or “I’m sorry
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we’re booked that day.” These also do nothing to further the relationship
with the client or to create a repeat guest.
Adding some authentic niceties costs nothing extra. Go on, toss in a salutation! “Hello,” “Hi,” “Good afternoon,” and even “Howdy” are all decent
conversation starters. And this is truly the simplest way to start adding some
warmth and personality to this moment of service. Some businesses do this
very well; they infuse their personality and brand into every conversation
with their guests, on the phone and in person.
No one does this better than Zappos. Zappos is not only a huge retailer
but also a huge proponent of delivering excellent service. The executives
at Zappos truly understand that their staff delivers the service that is so
renowned, and they have created core values that are the heart and soul of
the business. Tony Hsieh, the CEO, has said that the executives developed
the core values of the company by surveying the team and spending a year
getting the values just right. These core values are something the company
lives by. In a video interview on the Inc.com website titled “Tony Hsieh:
I Fire Those Who Don’t Fit Our Company Culture” Hsieh says that even if
an employee is “a superstar at their job, if they’re bad for our culture, then
we will fire them for that reason alone.” The company is that serious about
its core values, and these values shape the workplace, the culture, and the
relationship of the employees to the brand and to their customers.
The core values inspire the “Zappos greeting” and in a YouTube video
called “How to Answer the Telephone the Zappos Way,” the company leaders advise new employees that “the key to answering the phone the Zappos
way is having a smile in your voice [and] having a good tone of voice so
the customer can hear how excited you are [to be at] work.” The tutorial
shows several employees using creativity and a little zaniness to answer
the phone in unique and friendly ways. One staff member calls himself a
“Zappo-potamus”; another answers the call with “It’s a Zapp-tastic day here
at Zappos.com; how may I help you?” This brings the company’s core values1
to life, for example, value #1 (“Deliver ‘wow’ through service”) or value #3
(“Create fun and a little weirdness”). With each call the core values are being
expressed, and the customer knows exactly what the service experience will
be like at this unique and successful company.
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The culture and core values of Zappos directs the style of the “Zappos
greeting” and makes it authentic to the Zappos brand. It is essential that
your greeting is authentic to you and your business. Your greeting is a big
part of your brand identity, and it can verbally represent your brand personality and embody your mission, ethos, credo, vision, and core values.
What is great about establishing service as an intrinsic piece of your business is that part of your vision will be lived out every moment of the day
each time a staff member greets a customer. There are various businesses
that include service as part of their core values. The US Air Force has
three core values, the second of them is “Service before Self.” The guiding principle of J. C. Penney, originally called the Golden Rule in 1902,
addresses service quite simply: “Do unto others as you would have others
do unto you.”
The examples above show how to make service and the customer experience part of a company’s core values or mission. Each of these companies
knows that this simple but essential focus on customers and their experience
is the key to their success. Why doesn’t every major brand do this? To some
corporations such practices might seem rather silly: they are in business
to create and keep customers, why should they have to state the obvious?
Many people would call this common sense. But is common sense common? Nope, it is not. You have to create the common sense for your business
and build a language of common sense by working on every moment of the
customer experience. It is not silly, and it is not exactly easy, but it will be
worth your while.

Virtual Reality
The greeting happens with real people, but it also happens on your website.
How are your guests acknowledged when they want to learn more about your
products and services? Many websites have a welcome page, which offers an
opportunity to connect to browsing clients in a unique way. For example,
the welcome page can be the first page your clients see, and many great websites invite their visitors to explore, discover, or learn more about the people
and products that make the brand unique and the website indispensable.
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Your website should demonstrate your brand personality and make your
guests feel welcome and invited into your brand, your culture, and your
online world. The whole purpose of a good website is to keep people engaged
with your business, help them maximize their experience of your business,
and keep them interested as long as possible.
When you set up a website, you will use reference tools called web analytics.
With web analytics you will learn how the public is using and finding your
site. One of the first things to look at to see if your website is successful is the
bounce rate. The bounce rate tells you how long people remain on your site
before leaving. A high bounce rate means that people are leaving your site
without lingering, and a low bounce rate means that people stay engaged on
your site, exploring more pages, or reading more content. Most businesses
try to optimize their websites in order to reduce the bounce rate. Google,
one of the main providers of web analytics, has a list of only three reasons
for a high bounce rate, and the first reason is a faulty or ineffective welcome
page (or landing page). According to the Google Analytics help page, if you
get this wrong, then your potential customers bounce off your site before
entering or learning more about your products and services. If you have a
high bounce rate, you must consider your digital greeting. How are you presenting your business to first-time customers? This landing page or welcome
page is the difference between increased sales and flat sales, and this virtual
greeting is at the heart of it all.
The good thing about a virtual greeting is that it is always the same.
Likewise, you want some consistency if your greeting is face-to-face or live on
the phone with a real person. Often, businesses create scripts for employees
to follow that demonstrate how best to talk about products and services and
how to talk to customers. This is a great way to formulate the path toward
understanding a product or a process, but there is an inherent challenge:
the person answering the phone should not sound like a robot. The classic
scripted experience is that of a cold call. People calling a potential customer’s
number and launching into a spiel about why the person on the other end
needs their product or service or why he or she should donate money to their
cause. We have all received calls like this. The scripts are unrelenting in their
tone and delivery of content; scripts are created in order to bombard the
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person called with as much information as possible before he or she hangs
up. In my experience cold calls allow no time for breaks to register whether
the potential customer is actually engaged in the phone call. The greeting is
glossed over and becomes social “roadkill,” rolled over without any thought.
For example, the caller might say, “Good evening, how are you, I’m calling
because of the plight of the walrus; did you know that. . . . ” Of course, with
such a caller I want to get off the phone immediately; the caller is talking at
me, not to me or with me.
When people call a business, they want information or solutions to their
problems. When the greeting and additional verbiage sound canned or
inauthentic, that is a huge turnoff. You don’t want to turn off your customers; you want to turn them into repeat guests. So create a simple script or
“road map” for your greeting and initial conversation, and then have your
employees practice using the road map as a guide for how they would naturally talk to a potential customer on the phone. If the scripted greeting is
“Thank you for calling Acme Auto Supply. We appreciate your business;
how can we can help you today?” you may encourage your team members
to use the key concepts (Acme Auto Supply/appreciation/what can I do?)
but to say the rest in their own words. One person may say, “This is Acme
Auto Supply; so glad you called; how may I help you?” Another employee
might say, “Good morning! We appreciate that you called Acme; how may
I direct your call?” The more authentic your team can sound, the more
your message will register as truthful with your customers. And truth is at
the heart of it all.
In addition, it is important to note that “hello” is not just verbal but
vocal. How you say it is as important or even more important than what you
say. Paralanguage, as defined by Wikipedia, is the way you say a word; the
inflections, tone of voice, and volume used as you deliver a verbal message.
Nuances of emotion are expressed through paralanguage. Exasperation is
expressed with a huff, impatience with a click of the tongue, boredom with a
long exhalation. We all express our feelings this way; it is a fantastic human
feature, but in your business you must be aware that these numerous little
cues can impact the greeting and color the impression customers have of
your service and staff.

